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TIPS FOR
WHĀNAU

This is designed to help you support your tamariki as they
learn from home. Your whānau will know best how to use
their time. This is guidance on how you may want to
schedule your day. The tasks in this booklet are set to help
tamariki manage themselves and their learning journey.
Routines are essential to making the best use of time
together.
 
Keep days simple and use our guide to help your tamariki
to THINK, WRITE, READ, CALCULATE, CREATE
and MOVE. These are the key components of learning and
supporting our next generation to be their best. Home life
offers many other opportunities to learn. Baking, helping
with chores and spending quality time with whānau are just
a few of these.
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MY LEARNING
GUIDE

Clear a space in your whare that is 
free of distractions.

Have your learning resources with you.

Turn off other devices.

Take time out to refuel and have brain kai.

Remember learning is all about ako. We can
learn from one another.
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Write a reflection each day about how you feel, what you are
thinking, what the highlights of the day are and what is worrying
you.. 
Describe your favourite television programme or online show. Who
are the characters? What do they do? Why do you like it?
Describe what you had for breakfast without using any words that
begin with 'e'.
Describe your favourite singer. What do you like about the music?
If you could change anything in the world, what would it be and
why?
My favourite sport is and why?
The smartest person I know is......Why is the person so clever?
If I could buy one person a gift, what would I buy? Who would I
buy it for? Why?
What if your pet could talk? What might they say?
The thing I hate doing most in the world is....How does it make me
feel? Why do I hate it?

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

TUHI - WRITE
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5. Using a special photo in your house, write a
short recount about what happened when it was
taken. Who was there and why is it important.

TUHI - WRITE
Select from the pictures below to do your writing.

Pick 4 people you know and write a description of
each one.

1.

2. Describe what is inside the backpack. Why is it
there? Where are you going?

3. If you could fly anywhere in the world, where
would you go?

4. What is your favourite meal. Why do you like
it?

5. Describe a fun birthday that you had. Why did
dyou enjoy it? 

6. If you were a superhero, what powers would you have?
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PĀNUI - READ
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The Mermaids’ Lagoon
An Excerpt from Peter Pan by J.M. Barrie

 
Read the excerpt below and answer the questions.
 
Peter Pan. If you shut your eyes and are a lucky one, you may see at times a shapeless pool of
lovely pale colours suspended in the darkness; then if you squeeze your eyes tighter, the pool
begins to take shape, and the colours become so vivid that with another squeeze they must go
on. But just before they go on you see the lagoon. This is the nearest you ever get to it on the
mainland, just one heavenly moment; if there could be two moments you might see the surf and
hear the mermaids singing. The children often spent long summer days on this lagoon,
swimming or boating most of the time, playing the mermaid games in the water, and so forth.
You must not think from this that the mermaids were on friendly terms with them: on the
contrary, it was among Wendy’s lasting regrets that all the time she was on the island she
never had a civil word from one of them. When she stole softly to the edge of the lagoon she
might see them by the score, especially on Marooners’ Rock, where they loved to bask, combing
out their hair in a lazy way that quite irritated her; or she might even swim, on tiptoe as it
were, to within a yard of them, but then they saw her and dived, probably splashing her with
their tails, not by accident, but intentionally. They treated all the boys in the same way, except
of course Peter, who chatted with them on Marooners’ Rock by the hour, and sat on their tails
when they got cheeky. He gave Wendy one of their combs. The most haunting time at which to
see them is at the turn of the moon, when they utter strange wailing cries; but the lagoon is
dangerous for mortals then, and until the evening of which we have now to tell, Wendy had
never seen the lagoon by moonlight, less from fear, for of course Peter would have
accompanied her, than because she had strict rules about everyone being in bed by seven. She
was often at the lagoon, however, on sunny days after rain, when the mermaids come up in
extraordinary numbers to play with their bubbles. The bubbles of many colours made in
rainbow water they treat as balls, hitting them gaily from one to another with their tails, and
trying to keep them in the rainbow till they burst. The goals are at each end of the rainbow,
and the keepers only are allowed to use their hands. Sometimes a dozen of these games will be
going on in the lagoon at a time, and it is quite a pretty sight.
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The Mermaids’ Lagoon
An Excerpt from Peter Pan by J.M. Barrie

 
1. List three or more things that the mermaids do in the lagoon. 
 
2. Match the words with their meanings.

VIVID
 

CONTRARY
 

BASK
 

UTTER
 

IRRATATED
 

INTENTIONALLY
 

EXTRAORDINARY

OPPOSITE
 

SPEAK
 

INTENSELY BRIGHT
 

FEELING ANGER
 

DELIBERATE
 

REMARKABLE
 

TO LIE EXPOSED TO LIGHT
 

3. Describe what did the author meant when he wrote, “You must not think that the mermaids were
on friendly terms,” with the children? Provide an example from the text that supports your answer.
 
 
4. In your own words, summarise what the excerpt is about. Is the lagoon inviting or not? Why do
you think so?
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The Grandmother plaited her granddaughter's hair and then she said, "Get your lunch. Put it in
your bag. Get your apple. You come straight back after school, straight home here. Listen to the
teacher," she said. "Do what she say."
Her grandfather was out on the step. He walked down the path with her and out onto the footpath.
He said to a neighbour, "Our granddaughter goes to school. She lives with us now."
"She's fine," the neighbour said. "She's terrific with her two plaits in her hair."
"And clever," the grandfather said. "Writes every day in her book."
"She's fine," the neighbour said.
The grandfather waited with his granddaughter by the crossing and then he said, "Go to school.
Listen to the teacher. Do what she say."
When the granddaughter came home from school her grandfather was hoeing around the cabbages.
Her grandmother was picking beans. They stopped their work.
"You bring your book home?" the grandmother asked.
"Yes."
"You write your story?"
"Yes."
"What's your story?"
"About the butterflies."
"Get your book then. Read your story."The granddaughter took her book from her schoolbag and
opened it.
"I killed all the butterflies," she read. "This is me and this is all the butterflies."
"And your teacher like your story, did she?"
"I don't know."
"What your teacher say?"
"She said butterflies are beautiful creatures. They hatch out and fly in the sun. The butterflies visit
all the pretty flowers, she said. They lay their eggs and then they die. You don't kill butterflies, that's
what she said."
The grandmother and the grandfather were quiet for a long time, and their granddaughter, holding
the book, stood quite still in the warm garden."Because you see," the grandfather said, "your
teacher, she buy all her cabbages from the supermarket and that's why."

Butterflies
by Patricia Grace

Read the short story below and answer the questions that follow.
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1.Summarise the story in 3-5 sentences.
 
2. How does the grandfather describe his granddaughter?
 
3. What does the grandfather suggest his granddaughter should do at school?
 
4. What is interesting about the conversations in the story?
 
5. What does the granddaughter not enjoy doing at school? Why might this be?
 
6. Explain why the teacher sees things differently. Do you ever feel this way?
 
7. Colour one side of the butterfly below to symbolise how the grandparents regard butterflies and
the other to symbolise how the teacher regards them. Explain your colour choices.
 

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS
Complete the questions below.
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Kiwi Crossword
 

Complete the
crossword below.
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 WHAKAARO - 

 THINK
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THINK
BRAIN

TRAINING

Do an activity with your less dominant hand (the hand you don’t use for writing) for 5
minutes, such as writing a sentence, throwing a ball, making breakfast. How did it
feel? What was the most challenging part?
Hink Pink. Hink Pinks are rhyming word puzzles. One person thinks of a two word
rhyme and gives a two word description. The other player then must guess the “Hink
Pink.” For example, if one person says, “angry boy”, the other player responds, “mad
lad.” Or, “wet canine” becomes “soggy doggy.”
Human Thesaurus. Choose a simple word like “beautiful.” Think of as many synonyms
as you can. If playing with others, you can set a timer and trade off with different
words, or write words down and see who can come up with the most.
Verbal Venn. One player chooses two objects that are different to each other, the
other player attempts to find a linking characteristic between those two objects and
the word that would go in the middle of the imaginary Venn diagram.For example,
player one says, “magazine and oven.” A potential answer might say, “Cookbooks:
things that you read and things in the kitchen.” Player one does not have to have a
answer. 
NOT Three of a Kind. One person names 3 similar objects and the other player(s)
have to figure out how one of them does not fit in the group. For example: banana,
lemon, strawberries. Bananas and lemons are yellow fruit so strawberries are the odd
one out.
Rapid Fire. In 30 seconds say as many words that start with one letter as you can.
Optional: restrict the words by category

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



BRAIN BUILDER
It's time for a brain break. Using the numbers 
1-4 complete the SUDOKU puzzles. 
REMEMBER: The numbers CAN NOT be repeated
in a column, row or box.
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 HANGA -CREATE
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Dance challenges: record/film yourself dancing to a favourite
song/rap and challenge a sibling/whanau member to do this
also.  Who could be the judge? OR design a new dance move. 
Karaoke challenge: record/film yourself singing to a favourite
song and challenge a sibling/whanau member to do this also.
Who could be the judge? 
Write a song with lyrics and maybe even some chords /music.
You could even record it on a phone or iPad. 
Create an original art work using recycled materials.
Invent your own parachute. Calling all budding Engineers! Can
you create a parachute that will safely carry an egg and allow it
to land without being broken?
Research and create. Learn and display your knowledge of Te
Reo and or NZ Sign language and record on video to help
others. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
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NEKE - MOVE
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Design a physical challenge and keep a journal of your progress. 
Circuit training: Set up a 5 minute timer to music and rotate
through 5 different activities during the 5 minutes. 
Design and trial an obstacle course using the objects in your
whare. For example: Chairs to jump over, pillows to dodge, etc.
Who can do the obstacle course the fastest in your whanau?
Ball skills. Challenge yourself to learn a new skill like 100 juggles
for football. 
Run your own mini Oympics event with a range of activities for
your whanau.  
Make the best paper airplane using science, imagination and
creativity.
Build the tallest tower. Put your engineering skills to the test! 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Let's Get Physica!



Read  about the difference between growth and fixed mindset.

GROWTH 
MINDSET

 

FIXED MINDSET                         GROWTH MINDSET

I am either good at something or
I am not.  
I can't change my abilities.
I give up when I am frustrated.
When I get feedback from my
teacher, I feel like it is a personal
criticism.
I only do things I know how to
do.

I can learn to do anything I want
to.
I can improve at things I work at.
I keep trying when I find things
difficult.
When I get feedback, I use this to
improve.
I love trying new things.

How might having a growth mindset help me to achieve my goals?
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Identify which thoughts are growth mindset and which are fixed by putting a tick in the column.

GROWTH MINDSET
 

GROWTH FIXED

I feel angry that I can't catch the ball like my friend.
I keep trying when I get a maths problem incorrect.
I don't like making mistakes.
I want to try and spell this word again.
When I fail, I know I am learning something.
I will never be as good as my friend is at writing.
My friends inspire me when I see them achieving.
Can I do this task better?
I hate trying new things.
I look at my work to see what is missing.
I complain about things being hard.
I realise that some things take more time and effort.
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   TĀPIRI -   
 CALCULATE
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